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About This Game

Fancy Point & Click cartoon adventure with puzzles and mini-games of varying difficulty. Game combines Hidden Objects and
Room Escape mechanics among with traditional puzzlers like chess game and Hanoi tower.

Action in this chapter takes place in magician's chambers, filled with puzzles, riddles, clues and hidden objects where you have
to find and a way to release the Hare from captivity.

Every night evil magician puts the Hare to the hat. It's a prison! Would you save the poor creature?
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Title: Hare In The Hat
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
RunServer
Publisher:
RunServer
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium III, 500Mhz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 1.1 Capable Video with 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 107 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: .Net Framework 2.0-4.5+

English,Russian
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I can't finish this game unfortunaly.the puzzle when you have to turn/rotate the tiles to see the picture with the rabbit and clown
is not compleet by me.I can't turn them because the buttons you have to use so you can turn/rotate the tiles are missing.so the
puzzle can't be completed.so i am in the middle of the game,and have to stop.Besides from that,i think it's a fun game.. You like
Puzzles?
You like Hungarian Rings?
So buy this game with his DLC´s x). Quite nice game.. this is a puzzle game not hidden object very short very simplistic. simply
frustrating
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It's a good short game, but it crashed a lot more than it should.. I can not seem to be able to do anything! No puzzle works. I can
pick up things but thats it.. 1 screen game. You point and click around until you find a puzzle, you solve it to find a piece of
another puzzle, so you solve this until you find the key to the rabbit cage and win the game... go play sudoku..... It took me about
4 hours to complete this game so only paying $1.99 for a one time play through, without repeating, really isn't bad. Since it
doesn't change on each replay, it gives you an opportunity to push yourself for speed times. Not an easy feat when it comes to
the rabbit puzzle unless you memorize your exact moves. Knowing about chess really helps and since I didn't, the chess board
frustrated me to no end. Your best bet is to find the solution on the FaceBook page.. Nice little game when you have an hour or
so to spare, however...

Hidden achievement can't be made. On purpose. Why? Because.
That's pretty much authors answer. Buy dlc that we haven't made yet.. Nice puzzle collection, BUT a very small one. Get it on
sale.. This game can be finished in 15 minutes or so. Although it has pretty good graphics and the riddles are nice, you should
not pay more for this than a couple of cents.. This was a fun short game and well worth the price...Can't wait for 2 and 3...Please
fell free to add puzzles and make larger jigsaws!. I want to start by warning that this game is VERY short. It is still well made,
and I believe it is worth the price. There is only one room, and you must solve individual puzzles to eventually solve the meta
puzzle and rescue your pet hare. If you enjoy point and click puzzle/adventure style games, this one is great, though it is over
quickly.
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